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Notice is hereby given and served, that any and all violations upon the individual providing this notice.
It is hereby noticed that any and all agents of government and or acting as an extension of agents of government or 
supposed government and or corporate authority, shall and will be held civilly and criminally liable in their personal and 
corporate capacities.

ALL LIVES MATTER and are therefore priceless, down to every second which might be stolen or 
otherwise plundered without consent.

Notice is therefore given that for every one hour minimum increment involved, there will be a charge of $1,000,000.00
imposed upon each individual, agency and corporate entity, payable in cash or property, for civil compensation to include 
but mot limited to a 48% compounded interest on the unpaid balance , to also include any and all costs and legal fees 
incurred in that collection for civil restitution.

Additional criminal charges can and will be applied to include the use of Medical Fraud, among other criminal acts 
constituting Federal and State Felonies, some of which REQUIRE sentencing up to LIFE IMPRISONMENT.
Additional crimes can and may include but are not limited to; Assault, Kidnapping, Extortion, Attempted Murder, aka 
the taking of ones access to their life, Armed Assault and Robbery, violations under “Color of Law”, violations under 
“Color of Authority” including violations of Racketeering Practices.

All of which include but are not limited to violating the Rules and Principals of Due Process, which include but are not 
limited to;
1. Executive Orders and or Legislation compelling “Specific Performance” absent the REQUIREMENT of a fully 
informed, uncoersed, written in wet ink consent of each individual.
2. Executive Orders and or Legislation imposing criminality unlawfully absent PROOF, not opinion, of a loss or injury of
a Personal Right, not corporate, or Personal Property, not corporate.

Any and all criminal charges have the fundamental REQUIREMENT that ONLY the one who has suffered the loss be 
REQUIRED to appear and testify subject to the pains and penalties of perjury. Hearsay parties are prohibited from 
giving testimony and or evidence.

Any participating agent of government upon whose statements have been relied upon as “authority” for violations to be 
enumerated or who has provided aid in supporting such violations.  Shall be held equally liable to be charged and to be 
removed from their office or otherwise impeached as such activities shall be deemed to constitute incitement as recently 
revealed by the two recent presidential impeachment hearings.

Governmental grants of immunity for actions which bring harm or injury to private individuals constitute a blatant 
exercise in the abuse of government authority, aka “Color of Authority”, aka “Color of Law”, such activities of which 
can and must be aggressively prosecuted.

Corporations are creations of government and as such can not be created to expand nor violate the limitations already 
placed upon government.  If this were not true, governments could otherwise, easily create, a multitude of corporations to 
do the bidding of oppressive government with complete immunity.  By these fundamental principals ALL “Fictions of 
Law” be they “Public”, aka “Municipal”,or “Private”, aka “Corporate”, do not have any direct authority over private 
individuals absent the fully informed, uncoersed, individually written and signed, in wet ink, consent of said 
individual(s).

NOTE: The “Hiding in Plain Sight” does not fulfill the requirement of “Fully informed”.

Service to any one member of those acting in concert with one another
shall constitute a service to all members working in concert with one another.

It is an abuse of the corporate   privilege   to use the “Corporate Veil” to conceal ones liability.

You have been served.

Take Notice and Govern Yourselves Accordingly
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